Show equations being used

Sketches need dimensions

Sketch of signals was mostly missing; every number has an extra "a"

\[ \frac{1}{r^2} \] has agreement/disagreement

Online analysis
**Problems in Reports**

- Present Day Activity ± error
- Report has to stand on its own
- Details on equipment used
- NaI Resolution 7-8%; low is better
- Always check peak energy calibration
  - Channel ↔ energy relationship
- NaI $\rightarrow$ $^{137}$Cs 662 keV photons 28000
  - 30000
- Counting Statistics

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

\[
\sigma \rightarrow N = G - B
\]

\[
\sqrt{N} = \sqrt{\text{error propagation}}
\]